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Subject Mathematics Grade 7 

Unit 6: Inferences About Populations Pacing 3 weeks plus 1 week for  
re-teaching/enrichment 

 
Essential Questions Big Ideas 

How can you use a random sample to gain 
information about a population? 

You can use the data about the sample and 
proportional reasoning to make inferences or 
predictions. 

What is variability? It tells us how widely spread or closely clustered the 
data values are. 

What do the measures of center tell us? 
The mean, median, and mode are often used to 
describe what is typical about distributions and can be 
influenced by the variability. 
 

Common Core State Standards 
Includes West Haven’s “Priority” Common Core Standards in BOLD  

and “Supporting” Standards 
Priority and Supporting CCSS Explanations and Examples* 

7.SP.1. Understand that statistics can be used 
to gain information about a population by 
examining a sample of the population; 
generalizations about a population from a 
sample are valid only if the sample is 
representative of that population. Understand 
that random sampling tends to produce 
representative samples and support valid 
inferences. 

7.SP.2. Use data from a random sample to draw 
inferences about a population with an unknown 
characteristic of interest. Generate multiple 
samples (or simulated samples) of the same size 
to gauge the variation in estimates or predictions. 
For example, estimate the mean word length in a 
book by randomly sampling words from the book; 
predict the winner of a school election based on 
randomly sampled survey data. Gauge how far off 
the estimate or prediction might be, 

7.SP.4. Use measures of center and measures 
of variability for numerical data from random 
samples to draw informal comparative 
inferences about two populations.  

For example, decide whether the words in a 
chapter of a seventh-grade science book are 
generally longer than the words in a chapter of a 
fourth-grade science book. 

 
 

.SP.1. 
• The school food service wants to increase the number of students who 

eat hot lunch in the cafeteria. The student council has been asked to 
conduct a survey of the student body to determine the students’ 
preferences for hot lunch. They have determined two ways to do the 
survey. The two methods are listed below. Identify the type of sampling 
used in each survey option. Which survey option should the student 
council use and why?  
 

1. Write all of the students’ names on cards and pull them out in a draw to 
determine who will complete the survey.  

2. Survey the first 20 students that enter the lunch room.  
 
7.SP.2.  Example:  
 
Below is the data collected from two random samples of 100 students 
regarding student’s school lunch preference. Make at least two 
inferences based on the results. 
 

 
 
 

 
7.SP.4.  
Measures of center include mean, median, and mode. The measures 
of variability include range, mean absolute deviation, and interquartile 
range.  
Example:  

• The two data sets below depict random samples of the housing prices 
sold in the King River and Toby Ranch areas of Arizona. Based on the 
prices below which measure of center will provide the most accurate 
estimation of housing prices in Arizona? Explain your reasoning.  

o King River area {1.2 million, 242000, 265500, 140000, 281000, 
265000, 211000}  

o Toby Ranch homes {5million, 154000, 250000, 250000, 200000, 
160000, 190000} 
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7.SP.3. Informally assess the degree of visual 
overlap of two numerical data distributions with 
similar variability, measuring the difference 
between the centers by expressing it as a multiple 
of a measure of variability.  

For example, the mean height of players on the 
basketball team is 10 cm greater than the mean 
height of players on the soccer team, about twice 
the variability (mean absolute deviation) on either 
team; on 

a dot plot, the separation between the two 
distributions of heights is noticeable. 

 

 
7.SP.3. Students can readily find data as described in the example on 
sports team or college websites. Other sources for data include 
American Fact Finder (Census Bureau), Fed Stats, Ecology Explorers, 
USGS, or CIA World Factbook. Researching data sets provides 
opportunities to connect mathematics to their interests and other 
academic subjects. Students can utilize statistic functions in graphing 
calculators or spreadsheets for calculations with larger data sets or to 
check their computations. Students calculate mean absolute deviations 
in preparation for later work with standard deviations.  

Example:  

Jason wanted to compare the mean height of the players on his 
favorite basketball and soccer teams. He thinks the mean height of the 
players on the basketball team will be greater but doesn’t know how 
much greater. He also wonders if the variability of heights of the 
athletes is related to the sport they play. He thinks that there will be a 
greater variability in the heights of soccer players as compared to 
basketball players. He used the rosters and player statistics from the 
team websites to generate the following lists.  

Basketball Team – Height of Players in inches for 2010-2011 Season  

75, 73, 76, 78, 79, 78, 79, 81, 80, 82, 81, 84, 82, 84, 80, 84  

Soccer Team – Height of Players in inches for 2010  

73, 73, 73, 72, 69, 76, 72, 73, 74, 70, 65, 71, 74, 76, 70, 72, 71, 74, 71, 
74, 73, 67, 70, 72, 69, 78, 73, 76, 69  

To compare the data sets, Jason creates a two dot plots on the same 
scale. The shortest player is 65 inches and the tallest players are 84 
inches.  

 

 

 

 

In looking at the distribution of the data, Jason observes that there is 
some overlap between the two data sets. Some players on both teams 
have players between 73 and 78 inches tall. Jason decides to use the 
mean and mean absolute deviation to compare the data sets. Jason 
sets up a table for each data set to help him with the calculations.  

 

The mean height of the basketball players is 79.75 inches as 
compared to the mean height of the soccer players at 72.07 inches, a 
difference of 7.68 inches.      
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Mathematical Practices (Practices in BOLD should be focused on in this unit) 

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others. 
4. Model with Mathematics 
5. Use appropriate tools strategically. 
6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of structure. 
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 

 
Domain and Standards Overview 
Statistics and Probability 
Use random sampling to draw inferences about a population. 

The mean absolute deviation (MAD) is calculated by taking the mean 
of the absolute deviations for each data point. The difference between 
each data point and the mean is recorded in the second column of the 
table. Jason used rounded values (80 inches for the mean height of 
basketball players and 72 inches for the mean height of soccer 
players) to find the differences. The absolute deviation, absolute value 
of the deviation, is recorded in the third column. The absolute 
deviations are summed and divided by the number of data points in the 
set.  

The mean absolute deviation is 2.14 inches for the basketball players 
and 2.53 for the soccer players. These values indicate moderate 
variation in both data sets. There is slightly more variability in the 
height of the soccer players. The difference between the heights of the 
teams is approximately 3 times the variability of the data sets (7.68 ÷ 
2.53 = 3.04).  
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Draw informal comparative inferences about two populations. 
 
 
“Unwrapped” Concepts and Skills, and Bloom Levels (BL) 

Concepts (Need to Know) Skills (Able to Do) BL 
UNDERSTAND/USE (statistics) 
 2 

EXAMINE (a sample of a population) 
 2,3 

GENERALIZE (information about a population) 
o DETERMINE (if a sample is 

representative/valid) 
 

4.5 
3,4 

USE (measures of center and measures of variability for 
numerical data from random samples) 

o DRAW (informal comparative inferences) 
 

4.5 

USE (data from a random sample) 
o DRAW (inferences about a population) 

 
4.5 

GENERATE (multiple samples of the same size) 
o GAUGE (the variation in estimates or 

predictions) 
 

3 

 
• statistics 
• population 

o representative 
• sample 

o representative/valid 
o random 

• measures of center 
• measures of variability 
• inferences 

o informal comparative 
• data 
• variation 
• data distribution 

o variability 
o center 
o mean absolute deviation 

 

EXPRESS/CALCULATE (the difference between the 
centers of two numerical data distributions as a multiple 
of a measure of variability – mean absolute deviation) 
 

3 

 
Assessments 
Common Formative Pre-Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 
Gr7Unit6PreCCSS.doc 
 
“Dipsticks” (Informal Progress Monitoring Checks): 
 
 
Common Formative Post-Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 
Gr7Unit6PostCCSS.doc 
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Instructional Planning 
Suggested Resources/Materials: 
 
Materials Technology 
-‐ Refer to materials listed in lesson plans 
 

NLVM : 
Box Plot 
Box Model 
Smartboard: 
7D002- Sampling 
7D003- Box and Whisker 
7D006- Making Predictions 
7D008- Misleading Statistics 
-‐  

Suggested websites: 
Ltftraining.org 
 
Calculator Activity: 
Box and Whisker Lesson (in lesson unit plans) 

 
Research-Based Effective  

Teaching Strategies 
21st Century Learning Skills 

Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 Identifying Similarities and Differences 
 Summarizing and Note Taking 
 Reinforcing Effort, Providing Recognition 
 Homework and Practice 
 Nonlinguistic Representations 
 Cooperative Learning 
 Setting Objectives, Providing Feedback 
	  	  	  	  Generating and Testing Hypotheses 
 Cues, Questions, and Advance Organizers 
 Interdisciplinary Non-Fiction Writing 

Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 Teamwork and Collaboration 

      ❑   Initiative and Leadership 
      √   Curiosity and Imagination 
      ❑   Innovation and Creativity  

 Critical thinking and Problem Solving 
 Flexibility and Adaptability 
 Effective Oral and Written Communication 
 Accessing and Analyzing Information 

      ❑   Other 
 

 
Vocabulary/Word Wall Enrichment Interdisciplinary Connections 

Mean 
Median 
Mode 
Range 
Variability 
Random sampling 
Mean absolute deviation 
Biased sampling 
Box plot 
Line plot 
Inference 
 

Connected Math 2- Pg 76: Are 
Steel Coasters Faster Than 
Wood Coasters? 
 
PH Enrichment 11-3, 11-5, 11-6 
 
PH Chapter 11 Project: Too 
Close to Call 

Dry as Dust- Math/Social 
Studies 
 
Reading and Math Literacy 
Master- 11C 

 


